MATTHEWS COURSE TO OPEN IN AUGUST

Officials expect an August opening for the front nine at Railside, an 18-hole championship course under construction south of Grand Rapids, Mich.

Jerry Matthews of Matthews and Associates in Lansing, Mich., is designing the course. It will be a semi-private facility with 110 homesites.

The course will have Pennbross bentgrass greens, tees and fairways, continuous cart paths and seven acres of native wildflowers, according to superintendent William Foun-

tain, who worked with Matthews on the award-
winning Timber Ridge Golf Course in East Lansing.

Charles Knowles, who has been head professional at Fiddleticks, The Vines and The Forest in Ft. Myers, Fla., will be director of golf at Railside.

PLAYER SIGNS ON FOR ST. LOUIS COURSE

ST. LOUIS — Samset Hills city officials have endorsed a golf course and resort community that will feature a Gary Player signature layout.

Tapawingo (Indian meaning "Place of Joy") will be a 27-hole course surrounded by 280 home sites and a 200-unit conference center on 400 acres, according to Stephen G. Kavanaugh of Tucson, Ariz., are co-architects with another 40 under construction.

The graph, at right, shows the yearly rise in public, private and total number of courses built annually since 1986.

The chart below compares the number of daily-fee, municipal, private and undetermined courses either opened, under construction or in planning through the first 11 months of 1990, along with the same numbers for all of 1989.

New course construction continued to gain momentum in 1990, according to National Golf Foundation figures illustrated here.

The technology is used in other fields.

Figure are in: Construction rose again

New course construction continued to gain momentum in 1990, according to National Golf Foundation figures illustrated here.

The graph, at right, shows the yearly rise in public, private and total number of courses built annually since 1986.

The chart below compares the number of daily-fee, municipal, private and undetermined courses either opened, under construction or in planning through the first 11 months of 1990, along with the same numbers for all of 1989.

Don January returns to design side of business, aims for playability

DALLAS — Longtime PGA Tour professional Don January has returned to the golf course-design business in which he was once involved.

January, who designed 15 courses when he retired from the Tour in the mid-1970s, has teamed with Craig Curry in January Group, Inc. here.

Tim January is joining him after 10 years working with Myers Development as well as Wadsworth Golf Construction Co. Curry has been with Jack Nicklaus and Associates and the Nelson Corp. in the golf course development and construction business.

Don will take time from his PGA Senior Tour schedule to devote to this venture.

January intends to use "the old style or classic designs that allow the golfer to put the ball on the ground and still gain access to the target."

"This gives the player more options of shot selection and, I believe, leads to better shot-making, better players and... a lot more fun. These are some of the reasons our emphasis will be on classic, user friendly, older style golf courses. We are a new venture selling old ideas."

January has become one of the leading professionals on the Senior Tour, winning almost 30 tournaments.

Indian water rights play role in resort

Concern over water shortages by the Yakima Indian Nation and Colville Confederated tribes could affect the proposed $400-
million four-season Early Winters ski resort and golf course at Mazama, in north-central Washington state.

A state-sanctioned water committee recommended a moratorium on building and will drilling in much of the Methow (MET-
how) Valley. "Such a moratorium could halt what they thought they were paying for."

Sometimes they put on their three-piece suits and find someone to sue. Sometimes they bite the bullet, feeling they thought what they were doing during construction was right at the time."

Gockel said the first job for this subsurface survey is at a prestigious Mid-America golf club that just two to three years ago reconstucted some of its greens. "They have been non-performers since Day One," he said. "It was one of those 'better ideas.' A lot of these cases (of failure) have been done in-house."

In this case the superintendent was told to keep his nose out of it... He got fed up and left.*

Continued on page 41

* All 1990 YTD figures as of Nov. 30, 1990

Source: National Golf Foundation
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Indian water rights could halt projects

Continued from page 37

development of major projects such as the Early Winters Resort...," said a Jan. 11 report in the Seattle Daily Journal of Commerce.

The resort is entering its third decade of thwarted plans, and a host of earth has been turned on the project.

Originally planned as a destination ski resort by Aspen Corp. of Colorado in the early 1970s, the resort has been the object of controversy and fierce environmental opposition. In the last five years, a golf course was added to the resort plans, with Robert Muir Graves hired as architect.

Two years ago the situation reached the U.S. Supreme Court, which heard arguments based on contentions of the Methow Valley Citizens' Council, an environmental group, that the U.S. Forest Service's Environmental Impact Statement for the ski hill was faulty. The hill is to be located on public lands.

Other than its linkage to the overall resort, the golf course did not appear to be in any jeopardy from the court's decision requiring the USFS to review and revise its Environmental Impact Statement in four areas. This, because the course is located on a spectacular piece of private land at the base of the ski hill.

However, alarm bells sounded among agricultural interests, environmentalists, and the affected Native American tribes when the resort, now in the hands of the Early Winters Corp. (Aspen had pulled out years before) applied to the state Department of Ecology for withdrawal of 6,000 gallons of water per minute.

According to Early Winters President Harry Hosey, the resolution for a moratorium excluded the upper Methow Valley, where the resort is to be located. And the resort will not need the applied-for amount of water.

April 10, 1990, Hosey said the original 6,000-gpm application was "a mistake" and "If we had to do it over again, we'd do it differently," Hosey said the request was to get to the water before a proposed copper mine got the water rights. Hosey indicated that the resort would amend its request downward to 2,000 gpm.

However, on Jan. 21, Hosey said the revised application had never been submitted. He said the agreement was reached with the Department of Ecology "...not in re-apply until a final number (of gallons per minute) was reached."

Hosey would not divulge what that number might be.

He said studies, based on revised resort plans, show that water needs would be "...significantly less than 1,000 gpm."

The Methow River is one of the purest streams in the nation. Fed by deep snowpacks in the North Cascade mountains, the river winds south about 70 miles to its confluence with the Columbia River.

The Indians contend that the Methow is a spawning area for Pacific salmon, and continued water withdrawal from the aquifer threatens fish habitat.

TREATY GUARANTEES
The Native right to the river water is based on an 1855 treaty between the tribes and the U.S. 34 years before Washington became a state. The treaty guaranteed the rights of the Yakama and other tribes to fish at all reservation sites. The Methow River is one of these, say the tribes.

Development in the valley, all of whose water comes from the Methow aquifer, was sparked by the opening of the scenic North Cascades highway, state route 20, in 1972. Over the next two decades, the crystal clear air and water has brought more and more people who have built permanent, or second, homes.

The prospect of the ski resort also brought speculation in land. Prior to adoption of zoning plans, hundreds of acres were carved into city-sized lots. Each lot had the capability of drilling a well and withdrawing water.

Because the Methow is a major tributary of the Columbia River, orchardists and other agricultural interests a hundred and more miles from the resort are concerned about diminished stream flows. A succession of dams across the Columbia has severely impacted the salmon runs, as high piscine mortality occurs as the fish swim upstream to spawn, and their young "fly" are ground up in the dams' turbines on their downstream journey to the Pacific.

Aside from spiritual considerations, the Indians are concerned that every drop of water is precious to the fish. The Native Americans are working closely with state and local governments to protect ..., an adequate supply of water for their fishery, which is their inherent right," according to a DOE official.

Tribal lawyer Tim Weaver said the tribes are frustrated because some years the fish have no water in which to spawn. "The DOE has refused to give a drop of water for fisheries, but is leaning toward giving water to Early Winters for a golf course and artificial snow," he said.

But Hosey claims the resort will be "non-consumptive" (of water). He said revised plans include reservoirs that will trap the spring runoff, when there is an over- abundance of water. These will provide "an adequate supply during times of interruption."

He is convinced the resort will not affect the valley's water resources.

The legal bases of water withdrawal are called Water Rights, some of which date to the 1800s. The whole issue of these rights is highly complicated.

If the Native claims are brought to court and prevail, whereby their treaty rights would supersede all subsequent water rights (to 1855), an entangled re-adjudication of everything in the county will follow.

The advisory committee that recommended the moratorium is composed of representatives of small business, Indians, agriculture, state fisheries, local and county governments, and private individuals.

Chairwoman Carol Jolly said she would deliver the recommendations to DOE agency head Christine Gregoire. Jolly said the department tends to follow the committee's recommendations, but as enacting the moratorium would require an emergency regulation, DOE officials might not favor this approach.

This, because it would bypass some of the public comment process.

Or Do You Want A Sure Thing?

Luck should have nothing to do with the condition of your greens, tees and fairways. You need a sure bet like Tee Time fertilizers in combination with NUTRALENE®.

The Andersons' Tee Time fertilizers with slow release nitrogen, Nutrane,® are formulated using our unique micro-granular process. You're assured of effective, uniform performance even on closely mowed turf.

Ask us about:
- Tee Time: 22-0-22 with 65% Nutrane® for greens and tees.
- Tee Time: 25-5-15 with 50% Nutrane® for tees and fairways.

These and other "sure bet" Andersons golf course products are available now at your nearest Tee Time distributor.

For more information, call toll free: 1-800-225-ANDY (2639)
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ARCHITECT ROBERT MUHR GRAVES, inset, looks over the spectacular site of the Early Winters Resort. Bob Spisnak photos

Architect Robert Muir Graves, inset, looks over the spectacular site of the Early Winters Resort. Bob Spisnak photos
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